Camera obscura

\[ \pi \]

\[ \sum \]

\[ \int \]

\[ \mathbb{Q} = 92-110 \]

Flute

Clarinet

Eviolin

Cello

Trombone

Bass Guitar

\( \text{mp} \)

\( \text{ff} \)

\( \text{p} \)

\text{bass pickup}

\( \text{pp} \)

\( \text{sempre} \)
tempo primo

Fl

Cl

Evln

Vlc

Tbn

B Gtr
calmamente

poco calmamente

arco

pizz.

senza vib.

bass pickup

pizz.

bass pickup

pizz.
(if you run out of breath, do not restart note)

(sensora vib.)

(molto vib.)
the clarinet grace note takes place after the two flute grace notes, as a continuous gesture.
Fl

Cl

Evln

Vlc

Tbn

B Gtr

sempre molto agitato

bell up (no mute)
(if you run out of breath, do not restart note)

(change bow as needed)

(if you run out of breath, do not restart note)